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       Mr W Chalmet, Head Teacher  

Coming up……... 

Our first term of the school session has flown in once again with so much going on 
in our school community.  

There is so much happening at our school that it is hard to keep track, however, I 
hope this newsletter can give a flavour of the exceptional and broad range of 
learning experiences provided to our pupils. I know you would agree that we are 
very fortunate to have such committed and hardworking staff.  

In the meantime, our staff have been analysing the subject results using the Scot-
tish Government benchmarking tool called Insight which was released at the end 
of September. As you know our pupils did really well but in order to further develop 
it is vitally important for our staff to look into how we will be nurturing these positive 
outcomes as well as looking at next steps for improvement where needed. Many 
thanks for your continued support as we highly value working together to improve 
outcomes for our pupils. 

I would like to take this opportunity to wish you a pleasant and relaxing holiday. I 
look forward to the start of another successful term on Monday 28

th
 October. 
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Mr Gorman took me and James out on a 
Design and Manufacture trip, we went to 
the Russian battlements at Cove to meet 
with people from Edinburgh who were 
working to preserve the history and design 
of the battlements by doing plane table 
drawings of the buildings and what used to 
be buildings.  A man named Allan walked 
us around the buildings and explained  
what  they were used for and how they 
were used, we learned about the history 
and use, it was all very interesting despite 
the weather.  However, the most fun part 
was when we got the chance to map out 
concrete platforms.  A woman named Ali 
taught us how to do plane table drawing, it 
was super cool and really interesting.  It 
was a good experience and a chance to 
learn something new. 

Hannah Mclachlan  

The Black Hole Talk was really outstand-

ing and even frightening as we were told 

how deadly they are, but most of all it 

was interesting and left every one of 

us mind blown by the end of the night. 

Also learning about all the different sci-

entists and their theories was great and 

inspirational, from Scottish scientist 

James Clerk Maxwell to the incredible 

Albert Einstein. I for one enjoyed every 

minute of the talk, and was truly grateful 

for being given the opportunity to go. 

Josh Tallach — S5  

Physics Talk 
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The first day was pretty easy going although the hot weather was 
what made it tough. I think we'll now be better prepared for the 
qualifier in terms of bringing the right clothes for all sorts of weath-
er! We camped in a valley where there were lots of stags roaring 
through the night but we did get some sleep in the end! 
  
On Wednesday we did some extra walking as the forecast for 
Thursday didn’t look good. This was the toughest day because of 
the length of the walk but the weather was good for it, which made 
it easier to keep going. Our tents didn’t blow away but it did get 
very windy in the night, which made it hard to sleep. 
  
On Thursday we had a relatively relaxed morning as we had 
done some of the days walking on Wednesday. This was one of 
the highlights of the expedition because we could look forward to 
not doing a lot of walking on the last day. The weather wasn’t 
quite so bad as it was forecasted and the sun came out quite a 
lot! We were very glad to reach Achintee.  -  Amy 
  
` really enjoyed the Silver DofE Practice Expedition. Even though 
the weather sometimes wasn't too good, the views were amazing 
and the campsites were great. Thanks to Dr Close and Charlie 
Burrow for making it possible. -  Eóin 
  
The first day we started out at a fast pace as we were all excited 
to start, as the day went past it got warmer but we stayed positive 
and got to our campsite at around 5.   
The next day we changed our plans slightly and made it a longer 
day than planned due to the weather. We ended up going 20km 
over bogs, tracks and up An Bealach. I found the second day re-
ally challenging because lots of it was uphill and off the tracks. 
The third day was a lot easier, we started walking around 11 and 
had a short uphill climb but the rest was down hill. I was pretty 
high spirited because I knew we were nearly home even though 
there was some heavy rain showers. - Lucy 

 
The first day wasn’t too tricky however it was very sunny and hot. 
We started off positive but after a few hours realised how hard it 
was going to be! We started after Ledgowan hotel and camped 
after a 14km walk in a valley. The second day was definitely the 
most challenging, 20km walk including up An Bealach. We want-
ed to get into our tents early to avoid the heavy rain. Thursday 
morning we were all getting tired but kept up our energy as we 
wanted to get home. The first third was quite tough as it was 
quite an incline but the last part was mostly downhill (and apart 
from a few falls!) so it wasn’t too bad. There was some heavy 
rain but eventually we made it to our pick up point. - Maisie 
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Abair latha! Tha fileantaich na Dàrna Bliadhna 
air an dà latha mu dheireadh a chur seachad a’ 
filmeadh is a’ gearradh an fhilm (mu Chlach na 
h-Alba) a tha iad a’ dol a chur a-steach gu co-
fharpais FilmG Alba na bliadhna. Tha iad air 
sgriobt a chruthachadh, air seallaidhean a chur 
air dòigh, agus air obrachadh le muinntir na 
sgìre ann an àiteachan-filmidh tarraingeach. 
Tha sinn airson taing mhòr a thoirt do 
dh’Alasdair MacIll-Leathain is Aonghas 
MacLeòd a dh’obraich còmhla riutha. Chan 
fhada gus am faic sibh am film deiseil! 

What a day! Our S2 Gaelic Medium pupils 
have spent the last two days filming and editing 
their FilmG entry which this year focuses on 
the mystery of the Stone of Destiny. They've 
written the script, planned scenes, worked with 
local locations and people and now it's getting 
the final touches. Thanks to Alasdair MacLean 
and Angus MacLeod from FilmG for all his help 
and work. We look forward to sharing it with 
you soon!  

https://www.facebook.com/filmgalba/?fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARA5eYrZB5sA_UZ2ZfvxPJKLStFMw3CXPouEPgU4ebrcLTqcVB06IJyRehjTk80gXa6GYhuKrkZlugZFoUhPgYBCH3-FS3OvpwNpoeqeglYDUI2phNx6f6dYzWLoLkyOm4sgppdMkHGM_ixaeGsMhbRfOo_TIeSGEbgBJofisS7U7FnASfV3Qtk_XHcmTO0
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Created by  

Katie MacKenzie S3.   

This is a line and tone drawing 
of her horse.  I think you will 

agree it shows a strong connec-
tion between the two, a simple, 

yet beautiful piece. 

Creative Arts and Wellbeing  - Recognising and Celebrating Success 

The Creative Arts and Wellbeing faculty have a new monthly award.  The staff 
have been busy deciding on one pupil that has made significant improvement in 
their subjects over the last month.  They have been looking at all aspects of the 
pupils learning within their departments.  Each pupil will be awarded with a pin 
badge to show recognition of their success, hopefully they will be wearing them 
and you can ask them about it! 

Art  - Scott Dalzell 

Drama  - Finlay Hennessey 

Music  - Sarah MacKenzie 

PE  - Iain Miles 
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 On Monday 30
th
 September, a string trio visit-

ed the school and performed for the pupils 
studying music from S3 – S6. Violinist Zoë 
Beyers from the Hebrides Ensemble was 
joined by talented string players Gawain Ush-
er and Madelyn Kowalski from the Royal 
Conservatoire of Scotland. They performed 
pieces by Beethoven, Dohnányi and Kurtág. 
One of the highlights from the performance 
was the invitation for the pupils to gather 
round them in a circle, to get a closer look 
at their technique, as they performed the 
modern pieces from their repertoire. Zoë 
pointed out how impressed she was with 
how well the pupils had listened and also 

commented on their good manners. Sincere thanks to West Coast Arts and 
Kate Whitlock for their help in organising this event. Thank you Zoë, Gawain 
and Madelyn for making the time to come into the school to play to us 
 
 

Elspeth S6 -  I love listening to the cello but this was the first time I had 
heard a live performance from one. It was great hearing a string trio live and 
seeing how much they moved their whole bodies when playing. I enjoyed 
talking to them afterwards and getting to have a go on the cello. 
 

Hannah S4 -You could tell they were very passionate about the pieces from 

how they spoke about the music and how they played it. 

Katie S4 -You could tell they really enjoyed playing in a trio together and they 

worked together without a conductor. 

https://www.hebridesensemble.com/personnel/zoe-beyers/
https://www.hebridesensemble.com/personnel/zoe-beyers/
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I was given the opportunity to accompany the General Manager and Head Re-
ceptionist from the Gairloch Hotel to visit other hotels in the Bespoke company 
and attend the induction day into year 2 of the graduate apprenticeship in busi-
ness management at the Robert Gordon University. I am interested in doing busi-
ness management specifically in the hospitality industry so this was a great 
chance for me to explore more of my options.  

 
We visited the Highlander Hotel in Newtonmore and then the Carnoustie Golf 
Hotel and Spa in Carnoustie. I was shown round these hotels by the managers 
and got to ask lots of questions about the hotels, the industry and how they got 
to where they are. Both hotels are very different to the one I work in, so this was 
a great chance to see the variety of hotels the bespoke company offers. 
The induction day at the Robert Gordon University was also a great experience 
to show me what the course is like and what I would be doing if I chose to do it. I 
got to meet the lecturers and found out the different 
topics that would be covered this year and a bit about 
them.  

 
I found the trip very interesting and has opened up 
more opportunities for me after school.  
 
 Katie Copland—S5 
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500,000 children in the UK are affected by life-altering genetic disorder.  Friday 20th 

September was  Jeans for Genes awareness.  We were able to raise £242.23 by wearing 

jeans and paying a donation and a bake sale.  An amazing amount!! 
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My name is Nicole Weishaupt and I am studying English and 

Geography in Kiel, Germany to become a high school teacher. 

Earlier this year, I decided that I wanted to spend as much time 

abroad as possible during my time off between my bachelor and 

master studies. Therefore and because of last year’s holiday in 

Scotland, I decided to contact Scottish secondary schools in re-

gards to placements after the summer holidays. I wanted to use 

my spare time to immerse into Scottish culture, language and 

education. Therefore, I am very grateful that Gairloch High 

School’s depute head Mr Caddell invested so much time to or-

ganise this placement for me. Thanks to him, I was able to 

spend almost eight weeks in Gairloch and I could not have come 

to a lovelier place. 

I wanted this placement to be an opportunity to get an insight in-

to the teaching profession in Scotland. All of the staff members were very welcoming and eager 

to share insights with me in regards to their subject/department/faculty. In addition to observing 

classes, I was able to assist, teach under supervision and join in on excursions as well as ex-

periments. Moreover, I am amazed by the amount of high standard technology and support for 

teachers and pupils there is in place. Furthermore, I was allowed to join meetings, take part in in

-service days, visit several nursery/primary schools and contribute wherever I could. This en-

tailed, amongst other things, German Club and Latin Dance Club during lunch breaks. This 

placement gave me a very detailed understanding of what the teaching profession actually en-

tails and what it is like to be part of a wonderful team of staff. 

On top of that, I felt like a welcome addition to the community the second I arrived. Everyone I 

met was very open, kind and supportive. For instance, I was able to rent a nice little cottage in 

Charleston, borrow a bike and had people supporting me in regards to transportation and lei-

sure activities. I went hiking, to several ceilidhs, to church, the Shipmates, to Zumba classes, to 

people’s houses for teas, dinners and sleepovers, to Inverness, on a tour on the glass bottomes 

boat, to the Inverewe Garden and to the Gale Centre quite frequently. There is so much that I 

did not manage to do and so many people that I want to see again, which is why I am going to 

come back to Gairloch as soon as possible! 
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With UCAS applications now starting to be 
made, for those of us wanting to go into further 
education, S6 went to UHI for an event in which 
we all got the opportunity to ask representatives 
of participating universities various questions and 
concerns we may have had. 
 
After a 30 minute or so wait after we arrived we 
went to where the event was taking place and 
got to speak to everyone. We went to a seminar 
about the application process which ended up 
being more informative than I had originally 
thought. 
 
Overall it was a good day. There was so much 
information given and I feel like there are more 
options for me than I originally thought.  

Gabriella  
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On Wednesday 11th September our senior pupils attended the Big Questions day 
at Gairloch Hotel. This event, run by our local Chaplains, is designed to generate 
discussion and debate around a variety of moral issues that are apparent in to-
day's society. 
 
The questions this year focussed on a variety of topics from Brexit to the recent 
bill introduced in Scotland which bans the smacking of children. The day finished 
with a lively debate (as always!) in which pupils engaged in an enthusiastic man-
ner. 
 
Thanks must go to Susan MacLean, Stuart Smith, Colin MacLeod and Donnie 
MacRae for taking the time to run the event and to the Gairloch Hotel for hosting 
it once again 
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On the last 2 periods on a Friday we do 
SMART we did mountain biking for two 
weeks on the school field. We were given a 
bike and helmet by the school. 
Before we did mountain biking I was worried 
because I didn’t know how to ride a bike. 
The first week I was really frustrated and 
kept on falling off the bike. I kept falling off 
because I couldn’t push off and get the bal-
ance but I kept going even though I wanted 
to give up. 
The second week our mentors join us for 
SMART. My mentor, George, helped me to 
keep the bike steady so I could start. He 
was really encouraging. When I pushed off 
he let go and I was able to ride. I then start-
ed to push off by myself. 
After the two weeks I felt proud of myself 
and looking forward to riding a bike again at 
school.     Sanfur    
 
 

 

 
 

For SMART I did mountain biking for 2 weeks. I really enjoyed doing mountain biking 
with Mr. Gorman. We learned how to use gears when we go up hills and how to come 
down hills properly with our feet and body in the correct position. One big challenge for 
me was trying to go over the thin green bike ramp. I also liked playing games on the 
bikes. At the end my legs were pretty sore because we had to really push our legs and 
I am small. I really want to do it again.     Carol-Anne    

 

So much enthusiasm for  our outdoor  

spaces from our S1. 
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Over the last few weeks S1 pupils have been working to-
gether in groups on an interdisciplinary project, combining 
English and History. They are reading “The Boy with the 
Bronze Axe” in English and have increased their contextu-
al knowledge by researching Skara Brae, then planning 
their models and deciding on resources, before starting the 
actual work! During this process they have learnt some 
valuable English and Literacy skills, including listening to 
one another. This week they presented their models to the 
class and answered questions, giving them the opportunity 
to reflect on the process, before writing a formal evalua-
tion.   

Advanced Higher Geography pupils went 
through to Inverness to listen to a talk by Pro-
fessor Mark Brandon, who is an oceanog-
rapher who's worked on documentaries such 
as Blue Planet II and Frozen Planet.  

Advanced Higher Geography 
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On Wednesday the 25th of September S1-3 girls took place in a 7-aside small schools football 

competition. Our team consisted of Helen, Izzy, Ashley, Shonagh, Alisha, Laura and Ellie . We 

travelled to Donoch to play against 5 other teams Farr, Dornoch, Ullapool A, Ullapool B and 

Golspie. We played a game each and are going to be returning to play them again in Ullapool 

Monday 7th of October. We decided on positions to make our best and strongest team. We 

tried our best and won 2 of our games, drew 2 games and lost 1. As a team we worked well and 

helped each other. We were able to help each other work on skills and develop them through-

out the game. We need to make sure we have our strongest team performing for the next round 

of games. We all enjoyed the first round of games although we didn’t get the best result that we 

could have if we had just worked a bit harder. We are hoping to come out with a better result in 

the next set of games. Izzy S3 

Our team was Sanfur, myself, Lewis, Fraser, 
Anndra, Ruaridh and Dan. 
The first game we played was against Golspie with a 
2 - 0 win for us. They had a good attack and were 
hard to keep away from the goal. 
The second game was Kinlochbervie, which we won 
6 - 0, we had a lot of good chances up front. 
By this point the team were working well together but 
we didn’t have high hopes for the Ullapool game. It 
was very difficult to keep them away from our goal 
as they were passing a lot, Sanfur pulled off some impressive saves. We were happy with the 0 
- 0 draw. 
The fourth game was against Dornoch and even though they were a very physical team we 
managed to win 3 - 0. Their tactics seemed to be to just sprint past us all but the defence were 
able to cut it out. We responded well to the changes of possession and were able to get to the 
goal before the Dornoch defence could find their shape. 
The last game was against Farr. We went into this game a bit too confidently, before we knew it 
they were 2 - 0 up! This acted as a wake up call! We had to work extra hard now. We got some 
nice passing going on and played the ball up the pitch. This resulted in another goal for us, we 
were back in the game. The game ended on a 3 - 3 draw and we were all shattered.  
The whole team worked excellently together and the results show that. We were unbeaten the 
whole day and only conceded 3 goals in total.  Callum—S3 
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Just a reminder to everyone to keep up the good 

practice, by regularly checking your child’s head for 

head lice and their eggs. 

Information about Head Lice 

Head Lice are a common problem in school aged 

children. They can’t be prevented, but regular 

checking ensures early detection and treatment if 

necessary. You need your usual shampoo, conditioner, and a detection comb – 

ask your local pharmacist to recommend a suitable one. Remember that you are 

looking for living moving lice, the only evidence that your child is infected. 

If you find a living louse, ask your local pharmacist, school nurse, health visitor or 

GP for advice regarding treatment. 

For further information see: 

http://www.nits.net/bugbusting 

http://www.nhshighland.scot.nhs.uk – search on head lice 

                                                               Halloween 

 

On Friday 1st November you can dress 

up for Halloween with all proceeds going 

towards funding this years Christmas 

Dance! 

 

Any fancy dress (spooky or not)  - £1.00 

Normal non school uniform  - £2.00 

(All costumes must be school              

appropriate and not interrupt normal 

school work) 
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The Grow Wild Gairloch Tipi Ceilidh on a very sunny 
September Saturday was a huge hit, a fun family event 
that attracted many locals and a scattering of garden vis-
itors. The parent council would like to extend a big thank 
you to all who made this community arts project such a 
success. To those who painted, performed, played, 
wood fire oven pizza'd, and to Inverewe Garden for co - 
hosting this little bit of west coast fun. 

For those who didn’t get to join in, you missed access to 
the latest Slattadale news but don’t worry more to follow, 
keep your eyes peeled for an update in the next News-
letter. 

The tipi is now available for school, community projects, 
and private hire.   

Contact Fiona.mackenzie@gairlochhigh.org.uk for more 
details. 

                                                        Curry Night Success 

Funds raised are in the region of £600.  We achieved this amount due to some generous dona-
tions from Dave and myself, Tom & Sue Watson, Kenneth Morrison Butchers and Colin & Jo 
Chisholm. 

I could not have done it without the cooks and helpers: Tom Watson, Jo Chisholm, Lesley But-
ler, Susi MacDonald  and Beverley Abraham as well as Julie Brady, Fiona MacKenzie and the 
pupil support on the night and, of course, everyone that supported the event by buying a curry! 

 

The Parent Council use the funds they raise in many ways.  At the last meeting we approved 
spend for the new S1 SMART climbing course to provide log books and certificates.  The Par-
ent Council also fund the credit scheme award where pupils receive a voucher to recognise 
their efforts and paid for the hire of the Community Hall for Career Day 
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As part of the school's efforts to develop the future workforce, and as part of the inau-
gural West Highland Apprenticeship Week, DYW West Highlands arranged a varie-
ty of careers talks aimed at providing an insight into the benefits of various Modern Ap-
prenticeship programmes that are open to school leavers at all stages (S4 - 6). 
 
Over the course of the week pupils were privileged to hear from Forest Enterprise 
Scotland, Bespoke Hotels and Wipro about the various opportunities and pathways on 
offer to Modern Apprentices across their organisations.  
 
Our young people (and staff!) were interested to find out about how Modern Appren-
ticeships differ from traditional examples offered many years ago. Most were even 
more surprised to find out that as an Apprentice moves through their programme they 
are studying at college and/or university, as well as gaining valuable experience across 
different areas of a business or organisation. 
 
More information can be found at: https://www.skillsdevelopmentscotland.co.uk/what-
we-do/apprenticeships/modern-apprenticeships/ 
 
We would like to thank Ashley Woodhouse, our excellent DYW West Highland liaison 
who arranged these talks as well as all the presenters who took time out of their busy 
schedules to take part. 
 
If any employer would like to get involved with the school in any way, from work experi-
ence to coming to offer talks and advise on their sectors, Ashley would love to hear 
from you. Ashley's email address is ashley.woodhouse@dywwesthighland.org 

This year we have a number of pupils studying 
'virtual' courses through our partner, West High-
land College and the Highland Council Virtual 
Academy. 
 
Our partnerships with these organisations have 
enabled the school to offer more subjects than ev-
er before, allowing pupils to study subjects with 
other trained professionals that they would not be 
able to study on-site. 
 
Mr Caddell is managing and monitoring this first year of full virtual delivery. Should any-
one have any questions about virtual delivery, or have any issues regarding their child's 
progress on a virtual course, please call the school on 01445 712275 and he would be 
more than happy to assist 

Developing the Young Workforce—Careers Talks 

https://www.skillsdevelopmentscotland.co.uk/what-we-do/apprenticeships/modern-apprenticeships/
https://www.skillsdevelopmentscotland.co.uk/what-we-do/apprenticeships/modern-apprenticeships/
mailto:ashley.woodhouse@dywwesthighland.org
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Next term we’re implementing the Smart School Councils model. This model is 

different to a traditional school council model as it includes the pupil voice from all 

pupils and offering everyone a chance to lead change within the school, rather 

than just a few. That means that every student can benefit from developing a 

range of important skills for work and life, rather than just a small group.  

How does it work?  

There are three elements; class meetings, action teams and a communication 

team.  

 Class Meetings: Monthly.  Short, structured and student–led meetings 

around one question.  Happen in every year group and led by a school cap-

tain or prefect and two pupils per year group. 

 Action teams: Any pupil can set up an action team based on their interest or 

passion. 

 Communication team: Holds the model together and facilitates involvement 

What are the benefits?  

 Easy to understand and has a clear structure 

 All students are involved providing genuine whole-school involvement 

 Students develop skills around oracy, literacy, reasoning, judgement, co-

operation, negotiation, compromise and social skills 
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Tuesday 29th October—Parent Council Meeting (7pm) 

Wednesday 6th November —Careers Day (S1-S3 with Ullapool HS) 

Monday 11th November—Remembrance Assembly 

Thursday 21st November—Inset Day (staff only—pupils off) 

Friday 22nd November—Inset Da (staff only—pupils off) 

Wednesday 27th November—S4 Parents Evening 

Tuesday 10th December—S5/6 Parents Evening 

Friday 13th December—School Christmas Dance (7pm) 

 

 

A very warm 'hello' from the Parent Council! 
The PC met at the beginning of September for our yearly AGM and PC meeting and was delight-
ed to welcome some new members to the council and members of the parent forum (that's all 
the parents at our School!) 
As an open, transparent, informal, friendly and inclusive Parent Council, we strive to enhance 
every child's school experience both educationally and socially and want to encourage every 
parent to get involved. Your involvement is hugely appreciated and will directly effect your child's 
school experience. At our meetings, we discuss upcoming events and receive an update from 
our Head Teacher.  
So far this year, we've had a very successful curry night, which saw the whole community get-
ting together to make this a brilliant and profitable event.  
Next, comes our Christmas Fair, so if you have any way of contributing, that would be very much 
appreciated. 
Another project the PC is keen on progressing is tidying our school's court yards. Now is the 
time to get them winter ready, so our kids can enjoy these safe and once beautiful outside spac-
es once again. The idea is to meet once a month – teas, coffees and biscuits provided!  
We also look forward to the next career event and will be supporting in any way we can. 
Should you be able to contribute in any way, please send an email to Vanessa@airdhill.com 
Our next Parent Council meeting will be on Tuesday 29

th
 October at 7pm at Gairloch High 

School – hope to see you there! 

mailto:Vanessa@airdhill.com

